
Genetics



Alleles and genes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pv3Kj0UjiLE


Mendel and the Gene Hypothesis

Gregor Mendel (1822-1884), an Austrian monk, noted that observing three 
generations of a family showed patterns of inheritance.

He grew pea plants for 10 years as one of his duties in the monastery in Czech 
Republic. This is where he observed patterns in a very large sample size.

He examined characteristics such as flower colour (purple or white), height (tall 
or short), pea shape (round or wrinkled).

P- purple/ p- white T-tall/ t-short R-round/ r-wrinkled



Mendel’s Conclusions

1. The presence of different alleles is responsible for the variation in the 
appearance of the organism.

2. An organism always has two genes present for each characteristic-one 
inherited from each parent.

3. If the alleles on both of the genes are the same, then the organism is 
purebred.

4. If the two alleles are different, then the organism is a hybrid for a 
characteristic such as flower colour. One trait will be dominant and one will 
be recessive.



Genotype Summary
Genotype Gene 

Combination
Description

Homozygous PP or pp organism with matching alleles

Homozygous 
dominant

PP organism with matching dominant alleles

Homozygous 
recessive

pp organism with recessive alleles

Heterozygous Pp organism whose alleles are not the same (hybrid)



Punnett Squares

-allow one to study Mendelian inheritance

-two heterozygous parents are 
crossed

T-tall
t-short

                       Tt x Tt

Offspring
Genotypic ratio is 1:2:1
Phenotypic ratio is 3:1

Practice!



Practice!

- Both videos start with monohybrid crosses.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1PCwxUDTl8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-0rSv6oxSY


Incomplete Dominance
-hybrid genotype expresses a mixture of 
traits displayed by its purebred parents

-example: carnations- red (RR), pink (RW) 
and white (WW)

-red = 2 alleles for red

-white = 2 alleles for white

-pink = 1 allele for red, 1 allele for                                                                   

white...mix = pink!
Practice!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJHGfbW55l0


Codominance

-both traits for a characteristic are 
completely expressed in the hybrid

-example- Human blood types, ABO 
blood typing system

- AB blood cells have both A and B 
antibodies (proteins) on their surface 

Practice!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9O5JQqlngFY


Sex-Linked Traits

There are some genes located on the sex chromosomes. These are called 
sex-linked genes. The pattern of inheritance is called sex linkage. Human 
examples include colour blindness and and haemophilia, Duchenne Muscular 
Dystrophy .





Practice!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2xufrHWG3E


Pedigrees

- These charts can be used to track 
the dispersal of traits over 
multiple generations of family.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gd09V2AkZv4


Practice!

- The Test for this section will include the first three note sets from Genetics Review

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIe7mPXkYhs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIGXTJLrLf8

